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Preferred by Nature has adopted an “open source” policy to share what we develop to
advance sustainability. This work is published under the Creative Commons Attribution
Share-Alike 3.0 license. Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this document, to deal in the document without restriction,
including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, and/or
distribute copies of the document, subject to the following conditions: The above
copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the document. We would appreciate receiving a copy of any modified
version.

The European Commission support to produce this publication does not
constitute endorsement of the contents which reflects the views inly of the
authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may
be made of the information contained therein.
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What documents are
relevant to indicate timber
legality in China?

Key Documents for China
Below are listed examples of essential documents which can support the mapping of
supply chains for traceability purposes or aid in mitigating legal non-compliance risks for
timber supply chains within China.
A description of the document is attached to each image of its contents. It states to
whom the document is applicable, who it has been issued and signed by, as well as
important considerations when checking the validity of the document as part of the due
diligence process.
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Business License 营业执照
Name of document: Business License
Applicable to: All business entities
Purpose and contents: The business license include unique social credit code, name and
address of the company, type of company, legal representative, amount of investment,
valid period, business scope, QR code, issuing date, etc.
Holder of document: Business entities
Signature/Seal required by: Market Regulation Bureau at the county level or above.
Key considerations when checking the document:
 Can it be verified via the government’s website (Available in Chinese):
http://www.gsxt.gov.cn/index.html?*
•







Enter in the Unique Social Credit code or the Chinese company name in the
searching field; or scan the QR code (if it is readable on the copy of the business
license), the Unique Social Credit code can be identified automatically and
appears in the searching box of this website.
• If the business license is valid, the company name will appear on the webpage
• Click on the company name, and then the details will appear on the following
page.
• Compare details on the business license to other information you have on the
company, including unique social credit code, name and address of the company,
business scope, status of the license (valid, suspended, dissolved, etc.)
Is the company name correct on the business license?
Is the company name the same as on the harvesting permit and VAT invoice?
Does the business scope cover the products/materials under evaluation?
Is the unique social credit code the same as on the invoice?
Is the business scope the same as on the business license?

*Note: If the website http://www.gsxt.gov.cn/index.html cannot be accessed, the
alternative below is recommended to check the validity of business licenses:
https://www.tianyancha.com/

Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
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1.1 Land tenure and management rights
1.22 supply chain transparency and traceability.
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Example of a Business License 营业执照
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Forest Tenure Certificate 林权证
Name of document: Forest Tenure Certificate
Applicable to: All forest entities and forest farmers who manage forest or plantation
shall have evidence of ownership or use rights.
Note that companies can have other types of certificates to show ownership/use rights.
An Immovable Property Certificate for forest has the same legal effect as a Forest
Tenure Certificate.
Purpose and contents: A Forest Tenure Certificate shows use right and ownership of
forest and forest land1. It is also an important document for applying for a harvesting
permit. Without a Forest Tenure Certificate or other concrete evidence of use right and
ownership of forest and forest land, the harvesting permit cannot be issued.
The duration of the Forest tenure Certificate is usually between 30-70 years.
The contents of a Forest Tenure Certificate include: The owner of forest and forest land,
owner of use right of forest and forest land, location of forest/plantation, forest
compartment number, area of forest land, main species, number of trees, forest type,
valid period, metes and bounds, etc.
In China, land can be owned only by the state/government or collectively owned (village
committee or sub-village). Individuals or private companies do not have ownership
rights to land. However, forest and use rights of forest and forest land can be owned by
individuals (including farmers), entities or other organisations via renting agreements,
transference agreements, or other mechanisms.
Holder of document: Forest management entities and/or forest farmers
Signature/Seal required by: Government at the county level or above.
Evidence limitations and weaknesses:
•
•
•

No publicly available database or website exists to verify this certificate.
In some regions, there is no clear information (e.g., GPS coordinates, maps) on
the location of the land described on the certificate.
Usually, the number of trees is missing on this certificate, despite being required
to be included in the certificate).

Key considerations when checking the document:
 The certificate will have an expiry date. Check if the certificate is still valid?
 Is the name of the owner (at least owner of forest and use right of forest), location,
forest compartment number, forest type the same as on the harvesting permit?
 Is the name of the owner the same as on the VAT invoice/receipt issued by the
timber owner?
 Is the name the same as on the business license (if the forest is managed by a forest
entity)?
 Is the species the same as on the harvesting permit or does it cover the species on
the harvest permit?
1

Forest land is the land on which the forest or plantation grows. Forest is the standing trees within a natural
forest or plantation. Timber is the felled trees.
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Is there a stamp of government or forest authority at or above the county level?

Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•

1.1. Land tenure and management rights

Example of a Forest Tenure Certificate 林权证
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Immovable Property Certificate (for Forest land) 林地不
动产登记证
Name of document: Immovable Property Certificate (for Forest land)
Applicable to: All forest entities and forest farmers who manage forest or plantation.
Note that companies can have other types of certificates to show ownership/use rights.
Immovable Property Certificate for forest has the same legal effect as Forest Tenure
Certificate
Purpose and contents: According to the Interim Regulation of Immovable Property
Registration and Interim Measures of Confirmation and Registration of Natural
Resources, some provinces have started issuing Immovable Property Certificate for
forests since 2019. In such cases, these have the same legal effect as Forest Tenure
Certificate.
The contents of an Immovable Property Certificate for Forest names the holder of the
certificate, specifies the rights of the holder has (e.g., the owner of forest or use right of
forest and forest land), location of forest, species, area of forest, forest type, duration of
management of the forest, map, etc.
Holder of document: Forest management entities and/or forest farmers
Signature/Seal required by: Natural Resource Department at county level or above.
Evidence limitations and weaknesses: No publicly available database or website is
available to verify this certificate.
Key considerations when checking the document:
 The certificate will have an expiry date. Check if the certificate is still valid?
 Is the owner's name (at least of forest and use right of forest), location, forest
compartment number, forest type the same as on the harvesting permit?
 Is the owner's name the same as on the VAT invoice/receipt issued by the timber
owner?
 Is the name the same as on the business license (if the forest is managed by forest
entity)?
 Is the species the same as on the harvesting permit or does it cover the species on
the harvest permit?
 Is there a stamp of government or forest authority at or above the county level?
Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
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Example of an Immovable Property Certificate (for forest land) 林地不动产登记证
The three pictures below are selected pages of the Immovable Property Certificate.
•
•
•
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The first picture is the page with details of the certificate.
The second picture is the page showing the seal of the issuing authority.
The third picture is the forest map attached to the certificate.
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Forest Management Plan 森林经营方案
Name of document: Forest Management Plan (FMP)
Applicable to (only): All state-owned forest entities/farms.
Purpose and contents: The Forest Management Plan is an important basis for forest
management, harvesting, monitoring, production, and other management activities.
Compilation and implementation of the approved FMP is a legal requirement for all stateowned forest entities/farms.
The Forest Management Plan is a comprehensive document, containing maps, inventory,
and details about harvest and long-term management. It shall be updated every 5-10
years.
Holder of document: State-owned forest entities/farms
Signature/Seal required by: Approval by forest authority at county level or above.
Key considerations when checking the document:
 The FMP will be valid for a specific period after approval. Check if the FMP is
approved and within the valid period.
 Check if the growth rate is estimated justifiably and the planned harvest volume does
not surpass the estimated growth rate?
 Compare with annual harvest quota approved by forest authority to check that there
is no significant discrepancy in harvest volume.
 Check if it includes all legally required elements, such as forest resources status quo,
growth rate, planned harvest volume, regeneration plan, biodiversity protection,
forest fire prevention, pest and disease control?
 Is the species to be harvested within the management plan, the same as the harvest
permit (if available)? Are there any protected forests/areas? If applicable, is there
any protective measures to be applied for the protected area?
Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
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1.3 Management and harvesting planning.
1.10. Environmental requirements
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Example of a Forest Management Plan 森林经营方案
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Forest Harvest Permit 林木采伐许可证
Name of document: Forest Harvest Permit
Applicable to: Forest/plantation that grows on forest land, which is subject to Forest
Law. Either a forest entity or an individual farmer can manage the forest/plantation to be
harvested.
Exemptions: This document is not required for individual farmers who cut their own
forest or trees on farmland, private plots and surrounding their houses. It is also not
required for bamboo forest outside nature reserves.
In some provinces such as Shandong, Jiangsu, Henan, Hebei and Anhui, a significant
percentage of plantations species (poplar, paulownia, willow, fruit trees, etc.) commonly
grow on farmland, private plots and surrounding the houses of farmers.
Purpose and contents: The Forest Harvesting Permit is required prior to harvesting and
provides evidence of legal harvesting. While harvesting trees, holders must act according
to the required time, area, species, and measures of the permit to harvest forest.
Contents of the Forest Harvest Permit include holder, permit code, harvesting location,
GPS coordinates, Forest Tenure Certificate code, forest type (natural forest or
plantation), species, land ownership type (state or collective), harvest method (clear or
selective cut), harvest rate, harvesting area, number of trees to be harvested, felled
stock volume, mill run volume, duration of harvesting and authorised organisation, etc.
Harvesting permits tend to be valid for only one to six months, so several permits are
likely to be needed to cover one year of harvesting. However, the validity may vary
according to harvesting volume: where the volume under the permit is larger, the permit
may have longer validity.
Felled volume is defined as the total estimated volume including branches and twigs
based on the harvest survey and design prior to harvesting; while mill run volume is only
the estimated volume of logs.
Holder of document: Forest entity and farmers who manage forest/plantation land.
Signature/Seal required by:
• County Forest Authority:
o State-owned forest at the county level
o Collective forest
o Individual farmers
•

Provincial Forestry Department:
o State-owned forest at the prefecture and province level
o Provisionally managed nature reserves or forest parks
o Ecological forests
o Non-forestry units

•

National Forestry and Grassland Administration:
o Key state-owned forest
o Nature reserves or forest parks of key national importance, or other forests
with ecological importance
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Evidence limitations and weaknesses: In some cases, the specific species on the harvest
permit is not clear. Often species are indicated as e.g., ‘broadleaf’, ‘mixed forest with
conifer and broadleaved trees’, ‘pine’, etc... The scientific species are not required to be
defined.
Key considerations when checking the document:
 Check the permit dates to verify that the approved date of harvesting is prior to the
date of delivery?
 Is the date of issuing this document before the date of transport?
 Has the applicable authority provided the signature?
 What area and forest type (natural/ plantation) is included in the harvesting permit?
Is this consistent with the species/wood-type relevant to the supply?
 Is the holder's name the same as the seller’s name on the VAT invoice or receipt (for
farmer)?
 Is the harvesting volume (mill run volume) equal to or greater than the volume
shown on the invoice and phytosanitary certificate? Are these volumes consistent
with the volumes required for further processing or the volume of final product
required?
 Is the species the same as on the invoice and phytosanitary certificate?
 Is the harvesting location the same as or near to the starting place for transport (see
delivery note/Invoice)?
Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
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1.4 Harvest permits
1.22 supply chain transparency and traceability.
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Example of a Forest Harvest Permit 林木采伐许可证
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Value-added Tax (VAT) Invoice 增值税发票
Name of document: VAT invoice
Applicable to: All forestry entities
Purpose and contents: An invoice provide evidence of a transaction. A VAT invoice
(Fapiao) is evidence that an enterprise pays tax and tax reimbursement.
Usually, invoices are issued by the seller to the buyer. VAT invoices have a uniform
format and requirements and are printed and sold by designated tax authorities who
monitor and supervise tax collection. Companies will apply for the blank template from
the designated tax authorities. Following any transactions, companies enter the
necessary information such as price, total amount, name of product etc. into Taxation
authority VAT issuing IT system, print the VAT invoice on the hardcopy blank template
and seal it with the company stamp. VAT invoices are monitored by the Taxation
Authority.
Contents of the invoice include invoice code, invoice serial number, uniform social credit
code (for both buyer and seller), name and address of buyer and seller, product
description, volume/quantity, and the seal of the seller.
The VAT invoice is also required between two affiliated companies (e.g., forest and
sawmill under the same ownership) when they are independent in accounting/Finance.
Holder of document: Both seller and buyer in China
Signature/Seal required by: Seal of the seller.
Evidence limitations and weaknesses: The species is not legally required to be included
in the VAT invoice of timber or timber products. As a result, for logs and sawn timber, it
is recommended to check the sales contract, delivery note, phytosanitary certificate to
confirm the species.
Key considerations when checking the document:
 Can it be verified via the website: https://inv-veri.chinatax.gov.cn? See guidance
below Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
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1.6 Value added taxes and other sales taxes.
1.22 supply chain transparency and traceability.
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How to verify VAT invoices?
Does the volume or quantity match other documents such as sales contract and
delivery note?
Does the product description match the harvesting permit?
Check whether the document date is after the timber harvest date (See Harvest
Permit)?
Are the names of the buyer or seller the same as on the delivery note and business
contract (if applicable)?

VAT invoice with unclear species information for logs and sawn timber?
 To ensure correct supply chain, it is recommended that the supplier provide the
delivery note, phytosanitary certificate or statement(s) issued by the seller for the
species included in the VAT invoice to verify species information.
Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
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1.6 Value added taxes and other sales taxes.
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How to verify VAT invoices?
Step /comments

Supporting images

1: Go to: https://invveri.chinatax.gov.cn

Image of China VAT invoice official verification website:

2: Enter in the following
information:
•
Invoice code
•
Invoice Number
•
Issuing date
•
Invoice amount

3: If the information
entered corresponds
with a valid VAT invoice,
the website will display
that VAT invoice.

The verification result shows the same information as the valid VAT invoice:

This can then be
compared against the
VAT invoice obtained for
the supply chain, to
ensure they are the
same.
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4: If the information
entered does not
correspond with a valid
VAT invoice, it will state
that the invoice was not
found.

Image of China VAT invoice official verification website, stating invoice is not
found:

For example, the invoice
to the left was not found
on the website, because
the issuing date on the
VAT invoice obtained for
the supply chain was
forged. The date on the
false invoice states
2018-06-10 (when the
actual date is 2016-0610).

Example of VAT Invoice 增值税发票
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Self-billing VAT invoice/Receipt for Farmers 农民增值税收
购发票/收据
Name of document: Self-billing VAT invoice/Receipt for Farmers
Applicable to: Transaction between individual farmers and timber products entities
Purpose and contents: Self-billing VAT invoices and/or receipts aim to deal with the
reality that individual farmers are unable to issue VAT invoices.
In some regions, medium and large company buyers can issue self-billing VAT invoices
when buying timber from individual farmers. The self-billing VAT invoice is issued via the
Taxation authority system and can be verified online similar to VAT Invoices.
The difference between the VAT Invoice and the self-billing VAT invoice is that the buyer
can issue the Self-billing VAT invoice, whereas the normal VAT invoice is issued by the
seller.
Some companies use receipts instead. The receipt is prepared by the seller (a company
or farmer). There is no fixed template, and the receipt cannot be verified online.
Holder of document: Forestry entity
Signature/Seal required by: Self-billing VAT invoice shall be issued via taxation
authority’s IT system and sealed by the buyer.
The receipt shall be signed by the individual farmers.
Evidence limitations and weaknesses: The receipt is easily falsified.
Key considerations when checking the document:
Self-billing invoice
 Can it be verified via the website: https://inv-veri.chinatax.gov.cn? See guidance
above Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
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1.6 Value added taxes and other sales taxes.
1.22 supply chain transparency and traceability.
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How to verify VAT invoices?
Does the product description match the harvesting permit?
Is the date of the document after the timber harvest date, see harvest permit (if
available)?
Does the volume or quantity match other documents such as sales contract and
delivery note?
Are the names of the buyer or seller the same as on the delivery note and business
contract (if applicable)?

Receipt:
 Is the farmer’s name and address the same as on the harvest permit (if available)
and as declared in the supply chain map?
 Is the signature, address, phone number, ID number of farmer available on the
document to provide a high level of confidence that the receipt is authentic?
 Does the product description match the harvest permit (if available)?
 Is the date of the document after the timber harvest date. See harvest permit (if
available)?
Note: What information is recommended on a receipt?
There are no legal requirements on what should be included in a receipt. However, to
provide a high level of confidence with the authenticity of receipt, it is recommended
that the receipt contain the following information: farmer’s name and ID information,
signature, address, phone number, species, volume, buyer’s name, etc.
Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•

1.22 supply chain transparency and traceability.

Example of a Self-billing VAT Invoice 收购发票
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Example of a Receipt for farmers 农民收据
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Plant Phytosanitary Certificate 植物检疫证
Name of document: Plant Phytosanitary Certificate (or Plant Quarantine Certificate)
Note: The Plant Phytosanitary Certificate is issued for the transport of timber within
China. It is different from the phytosanitary certificate used for import and export (see
next document example, Import & Export Plant Phytosanitary Certificate 进出口植物检疫证
, p.25.
Applicable to: Plants/timber species under quarantine due to pest or disease outbreak
that are to be transported outside the county affected by the pests/disease. Species
subject to quarantine restrictions and requirements are included in a list maintained by
the provincial forest authority. This includes logs, sawn timber, bamboo timber and
chips.
Most of the secondary forest products are exempt from the requirement of having a
Plant Phytosanitary Certificate.
Purpose and contents: This document aim to prevent the spread of plant pest and
disease through the transportation of plant/forest products. The contents of the
certificate include series number, the issuing authority’ information, consignee’s
information and address, Origin, type of transport, starting and final destination of
transportation process, species, product type and specification, volume/quantity, valid
period.
Holder of document: Timber owner or entities responsible for the transport of the timber
Signature/Seal required by: Forest authorities at both province and county level.
Evidence limitations and weaknesses: It is not easy to know when this document is
required for what species, due to the situation is dynamic and the information about
epidemic area and affected species is not public in some cases.
Key considerations when checking the document:
 Is it the same as the result verified by scanning the QR code? See stepwise guide How
to verify the authenticity of a plant phytosanitary certificate below.
 Is the date, species, quantity, quality on the document correct?
 Is the starting location and destination of transportation in in line with the supply
chain map, and supporting supply chain documents?
Category of law or risk which this document is relevant to:
•
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How to verify the authenticity of a plant phytosanitary certificate
Step /comments
1: Scan the QR code on the
phytosanitary certificate.

Supporting images
Side by side comparison
(Top is the hard copy and below is the webpage)

2: If the phytosanitary certificate is
valid, a link will appear that will take
you to the certificate:
•

Compare details on the license to
the screen version to ensure no
information has been altered.

•

Other information can be compared
and verified against other supply
chain documents to ensure it
related to the actual supply chain
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Example of a Plant Phytosanitary Certificate 植物检疫证
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Import & Export Plant Phytosanitary Certificate 进出口植
物检疫证
Name of document: Import & Export Plant Phytosanitary Certificate
Applicable to: Importing and exporting of timber and timber products.
Purpose and contents: To prevent insect and disease associated with plant imports or
exports, the Entry & Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau in China will carry out
quarantine inspection and issue the phytosanitary certificate.
The contents of this documents include name and address of the consigner and
consignee, name of product, botanical name of plant, quantity declared, number of
packages, place of origin, port of destination, means of conveyance, date of inspection,
date of issue.
Holder of document: Entities importing and exporting timber and timber products.
Signature/Seal required by: Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau
Evidence limitations and weaknesses: No publicly available database or website is
available to verify this certificate.
Key considerations when checking the document:
 Is the name of importer/exporter the same as on the business license?
 Is the product name and the botanical/ scientific name of the product (species name)
in line with invoice, packing list, certificate of origin?
 Is the information of product description, quantity/volume, price the same as on the
bill of lading, customs declaration, commercial invoice and packing list?
Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
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Example of a Phytosanitary Certificate for export 出口植物检疫证
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Example of a Phytosanitary Certificate for import 入境植物检疫证
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Registration Form for companies with foreign trading
activity 对外贸易经营者备案登记表
Name of document: Registration form for companies with foreign trading activity
Applicable to: Processor or trader who export or import goods.
Purpose and contents: The registration of importer/export is additional to the business
license. All entities that have import and export business shall register at the Ministry of
Commerce of China to obtain the qualification to import and export goods. The
registered entity can both import and export goods. The contents of the document
include the name of the entity (both English and Chinese names), address, unique social
credit code, contact information, etc.
Holder of document: Entities importing and/or exporting goods
Signature/Seal required by: Commerce authority at the country or above
Key considerations when checking the document:
 Are the Chinese name and unique social credit code the same as on the business
license?
 Is the English name of the company the same as bill of lading, commercial invoice
and packing list?
 Can it be verified on the government website (in Chinese only):
http://iecms.mofcom.gov.cn/corpLogin.html
•
•

Enter the company’s Chinese name or unique social credit code.
The company’s Chinese name appears if the company has a valid registration
form.
Click on the company’s Chinese name, then check unique social credit code,
English name, address, legal representative.

Note: A non-registered company can import/export goods through an agent who is
registered and conducts customs declarations. However, the company name showed on
the invoice/packing list could still be the non-registered buyer or seller.

Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
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Example of a Registration form for companies with foreign trading activity
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Import/export Customs Declaration (for each
shipment) 进出口报关单
Name of document: Import Custom Declaration / Export Customs Declaration
Applicable to: Processor or trader who export or import goods.
Purpose and contents: All imported/exported good shall be declared to customs. The
contents of these documents are; the name of the consigner and consignee, port of
loading, country of origin, port of discharge, destination country, B/L number, contract
number, means of transportation, container number, HS code, product description,
quantity, price, etc.
The Import Custom Declaration and the Export Custom Declaration forms differ in
design, but the information contained in the forms are similar. See examples below.
Holder of document: Entities importing and/or exporting goods.
Signature/Seal required by: Not required
Key considerations when checking the document:
 Is the name of consignee or consigner the same as on the business license?
 Are there bar code or QR code available on the top?
 Does the HS code correspond with the products?
 Is the information of product description, species, quantity/volume, quality, price the
same as on the commercial invoice and packing list?
 Is there anything suspicious on the departure country, loading port, destination port?
 Is the bill of lading number, container number indicated on this document same as on
the bill of lading?
Note: The consignee/consigner can be an agent who is a registered importer/exporter
and conducts customs declarations. In this case the name of consignee/consigner is
different from the buyer/seller name on the invoice/packing list.

Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
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1.16 Classification of species, quantity & quality
1.22 supply chain transparency and traceability.
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Example of an Export Customs Declaration 海关出口货物报关单
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Example of an Import Customs Declaration 海关进口货物报关单
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Permit for Import/Export and Re-export for CITES
species
Name of document: Permit for Import/Export and Re-export for CITES species
Applicable to: Entities who import, export and re-export species which are listed in the
CITES appendices.
Purpose and contents: Import/Export as well Re-export Permits are required for trading
species included on the CITES appendix lists. The contents of these documents are:
Import port, export port, importer and exporter’s names, customs certificate code of the
holder, HS code, material type, species’ scientific name, volume/quantity, validity,
signature and seal from the Endangered Species Import and Export Management Office
of China, etc.
Holder of document: Entities who import, export and re-export species which are listed
in the CITES appendices.
Signature/Seal required by: Signature of the endorser and Seal of the Endangered
Species Import and Export Management Offices in China
List of cities where the Endangered Species Import and Export Management Offices are
located: Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Shenyang, Hohhot, Urumchi, Lhasa, Harbin,
Shijiazhuang, Chengdu, Kunming, Hangzhou, Jinan, Fuzhou, Nanning, Guangzhou,
Haikou
Evidence limitations and weaknesses:
•
•

No publicly available database or website is available to verify this certificate.
Not unlikely to find falsified CITES permits. Extra care should be given to verify
its validity.

Key considerations when checking the document:
 Is there a signature of the endorser and the seal of the Endangered Species Import
and Export Management Office of China?
 Is the validity of the permit/certificate not exceeding 180 days? (according to the
Measures on the Control of Import and Export Certificates of Wildlife, the validity of
the permit/certificate shall not exceed 180 days).
 Is the scientific name of the species provided?
 Check the document for obvious mistakes and changes made in the document to
verify its validity. See Preferred by Natures Thematic Article No. 2: Fake Documents
 Contact CITES authorities in the country where issued, and verify that is was issued
by the applicable authorities.
Timber Legality Risk Assessment indicator which this document is relevant to:
•
•
•
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1.19 Customs regulations
1.20 CITES
1.22 supply chain transparency and traceability.
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Example of a Permit/Certificate for Import for CITES species CITES 树种允许进出口证明
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About
LIFE Legal Wood
LIFE Legal Wood is an initiative that aims at supporting timber-related
companies in Europe with knowledge, tools and training in the
requirements of the EU Timber Regulation. Knowing your timber’s
origin is not only good for the forests, but good for business. The
initiative is funded by the LIFE Programme of the European Union.

Preferred by Nature (formerly NEPCon) is an international nonprofit organisation working to support better land management
and business practices that benefit people, nature and the climate.
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We do this through a unique combination of sustainability
certification
services,
China Document Guide
l Version
2.0 projects supporting awareness raising, and
capacity building.

